
xdrp - new jordans 2017 Release

Gasol - Nike Hyperdunk 2013 
Kevin Love - Nike Hyperdunk 2013 
LeBron James - Nike LeBron 10 
Dwyane Wade - Liningweide Road 
Luke Ridnour - Nike KD6 Ellis - Air Jordan 13 Cousins ??- Nike KD6 
Bledsoe - Nike Zoom Soldier 7 
Carmelo Anthony - Jordan Melo 1.5 
Brooks - Nike Hyperfuse 2013 
Owen - Nike Hyperdunk 2013 
Howard - adidas D Howard 4
[Chinese shoes Network - brand observation], "We now have over 400 core staff have equity, options, we have to continue to expand
the scope of the next, Peak will start the next round. equity incentive. " As the only company in the sporting goods industry annually
publicly report on corporate social responsibility of private enterprises, the shoe brand Peak is working to create their own team
culture. In CEO Xu Zhihua opinion, the problem lies not in the introduction of key team personnel, but rather to build the corporate
culture and management processes throughout the building, culture building. Process to create not only be able to ensure a steady
stream of new blood rising inside of your culture to the outside world if there is enough talent attraction, this is the most important. 
400 people enjoy equity incentive 
last year, Pick the HKEx announced its specific plans for the implementation of equity incentive . According to the announcement,
Peak will total 13.065 million shares granted to more than 400 Olympic employees, including the company's executive, administrative
and production staff, of which the highest earned 30 million equity incentive, the lowest received 5,000 shares. 
This is the spring rate relay seven wolves, Anta and other listed companies, but also an implementation of equity incentive Quanzhou
enterprises. However, seven wolves and modify 22 equity incentive after Anta 38 executives and other company data, compared
involves Pick the broader equity incentive, including some of the grassroots cadres, also included in the scope of incentive stock
options. Some analysts said the management equity incentive tilted from front-line employees to the incentives for executives in the
past only to sink to the frontline staff who make them really feel respected, recognized, there is a reasonable remuneration and good
career development . Meanwhile, the shoe brand Peak will also in the future recruitment, and achieved a more favorable position. 
"We now have over 400 core staff have equity, options, we have to continue to expand the range of last year we started this option
plans, to our core. Employees are integrated into the program in the past. We also went to the factory propaganda. In the business-
to-supervisor at this level, the plant is to the team at this level, enjoy the option scheme. Next, the shoe brand Peak will start next
equity incentive wheel is to be assigned to new entrants to the Olympic and outstanding staff. "Xu Zhihua said. 
improve the promotion mechanism 
It is understood that the Olympic Group has a sound internal promotion mechanisms, including technology development Development
Gateway and management development, but also the way the internal competition for promotion. Good career development
prospects make the Olympic able to make and retain talent introduction. The company more than 20 years of development history, a
number of employees working in Olympic years has been more than 10 years, even up to 20 years. Among them, the sales director
Lin Bilian growth is undoubtedly a classic. 
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